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The produt of two ordinals is hereditarily dually disreteM.�A. Gaspar-Arreola, F. Hern�andez-Hern�andezAbstrat. In Dually disrete spaes, Topology Appl. 155 (2008), 1420{1425, Alaset. al. proved that ordinals are hereditarily dually disrete and asked whetherthe produt of two ordinals has the same property. In Produts of ertain duallydisrete spaes, Topology Appl. 156 (2009), 2832{2837, Peng proved a number ofpartial results and left open the question of whether the produt of two stationarysubsets of !1 is dually disrete. We answer the �rst question aÆrmatively andas a onsequene also give a positive answer to the seond.Keywords: dually disrete spaes, stationary subsets, ordinal spaesClassi�ation: 54D99, 54F051. IntrodutionAmong the many dual lasses introdued by J. van Mill, V.V. Tkahuk andR.G. Wilson in [4℄, one of the most interesting, beause of its relationship to thelass of D-spaes, is the lass of dually disrete spaes. There are many openquestions regarding this lass; one of them is whether or not every hereditarilyLindel�of spae is dually disrete. The lasses of D-spaes and dually disretespaes are quite di�erent; for instane, suborderable spaes are dually disretebut even !1 is not a D-spae. There are examples of spaes whih are not duallydisrete; however, either they are not regular spaes or they have large size. Weonjeture that at least onsistently every spae of size �1 is dually disrete. Sowe ask,Question 1. Is there a Tyhono� example of a non-dually disrete spae ofsize �1?A similar question was raised by Buzyakova, Tkahuk and Wilson in [2℄ whereit was asked whether there is a model of ZFC in whih R!1 is dually disrete.They showed that } implies it is not. In [3℄, van Douwen and Pfe�er showedthat Rǹ is a D-spae for every n 2 !. Here R` is the Sorgenfrey line. Theyasked whether the ountable power of R` is a D-spae as well. It seems that thefollowing is also unknown:Question 2. Is the ountable produt of R` a dually disrete spae?First author is supported by CONACyT-M�exio, sholarship 231178



100 M.�A. Gaspar-Arreola, F. Hern�andez-Hern�andezAlas, Junqueira and Wilson proved in [1℄ that produts of ertain types ofordinals are dually disrete, but they left open the general ase. In [6℄, Pengshowed that the produt of any two ordinals is dually disrete and in [7℄ he askedwhether the produt of two stationary subsets of ordinals is dually disrete. Inthis paper we show that a produt of two ordinals is hereditarily dually disretethus answering aÆrmatively both of the above mentioned questions.2. De�nitions and preliminariesWe use standard notation and terminology, unde�ned terms an easily be foundin any of the popular texts on general topology or set theory.Let (X; �) be a topologial spae. A neighborhood assignment is a funtion� : X ! � suh that x 2 �(x) for eah x 2 X .Given a neighborhood assignment � for a spae X , a kernel for the assignmentis a subset Y of X suh that X = Sf�(y) : y 2 Y g.De�nition 1. A topologial spae X is dually disrete if for eah neighborhoodassignment � there is a disrete kernel for �. We say that X is hereditarily duallydisrete if any subspae of X is dually disrete.Observe that these properties are weakly hereditary; that is, hereditary tolosed subspaes. A spae X is a D-spae if every neighborhood assignment hasa losed disrete kernel.Remember that if � is a regular ordinal and C � �, we say that C is losedunbounded if C ontains its limit points and is not bounded in �; also, S � � isstationary if S \C 6= ; for eah C that is losed unbounded in �. Also reall thatif fC� : � < �g is a family of subsets suh that C� is a losed unbounded set forall � < �, then the diagonal intersetion of the family,��<�C� = f 2 � :  2 \Æ< CÆg;is a losed unbounded set. That is the main ingredient to prove the well knownPressing Down Lemma. For this, if � is an ordinal and S � �, we say thatf : S ! � is regressive if f(s) < s for eah s 2 S n f0g.Theorem 2 (Fodor). If f is a regressive funtion on a stationary set S � �,then there are a stationary subset T of S and a  < � suh that f(t) =  for anyt 2 T .Related to our question above, it is an easy elementary exerise to show thefollowing proposition. As far as we know, even Martin's Axiom ould settle ourQuestion 1.Proposition 3. Every ountable topologial spae is dually disrete.We mention before that the next result appeared in [1℄.



The produt of two ordinals is hereditarily dually disrete 101Theorem 4 (Alas, Junqueira, Wilson). Every ordinal is hereditarily dually dis-rete.3. Main resultOur main result is the following theorem. L.X. Peng showed that the produt oftwo ordinals is a dually disrete spae and that subspaes of them that are eithernormal or of ountable extent are dually disrete as well (suh results appeared in[6℄, [7℄ and [5℄, respetively). We onsider it appropriate to redit Peng for beingable to isolate the main diÆulty to establish the result. We �rst �gured outhow to solve Peng's problem asking whether or not the produt of two disjointstationary subsets of !1 is dually disrete and later we were able to adapt theproof to get our result.1Theorem 5. The produt of two ordinals is hereditarily dually disrete.This theorem settles Question 3.6 from [1℄ whih asked exatly that. An obvi-ous onsequene of this theorem solves Peng's question:Corollary 6. The produt of two disjoint stationary subsets of !1 is a duallydisrete spae.In the next setion we give the proof of Theorem 5. First some things that willbe used. If X is a totally ordered set, then denote the next sets:�(X) = fhx; yi 2 X �X : x = yg;�#(X) = fhx; yi 2 X �X : y < xg;�"(X) = fhx; yi 2 X �X : y > xg:Also keep in mind an easy observation: If � is a regular ardinal and X anon-stationary subset of �, then there is an open and non-stationary subset Uof � suh that X � U . The next theorem will be used in the proof of the mainresult.Theorem 7 ([5℄). Let � and � be two ordinals. If ��� is not hereditarily duallydisrete, and for eah � < � (or Æ < �), the spae �� � (or �� Æ) is hereditarilydually disrete, then � and � are unountable regular ardinals and � = �.In fat, a stronger result appeared in [5℄, but for our purposes this formulationis enough.1Independently, Liang-Xue Peng almost at the same time proved the same result. His proofis published in The produt of two ordinals is hereditarily dually disrete, Topology Appl. 159(2012), no. 1, 304{307.



102 M.�A. Gaspar-Arreola, F. Hern�andez-Hern�andez4. The proofWe proeed by ontradition: suppose that there is an ordinal � suh that��� is not hereditarily dually disrete. Then by Theorem 7, we an assume that� is regular and minimal with respet to that property.Fix an arbitrary subspae X � ��� and let � be a neighborhood assignmentfor X . We shall show that there is a disrete kernel for �, ontraditing thehoie of �. We work below the diagonal, for if X \ �(�) 6= ;, then as �(�) ishomeomorphi to �, by Theorem 4, there is a disrete kernel D for X \�(�) andX nSf�(d) : d 2 Dg is the union of two disjoint losed subspaes of X \�#(�)and X\�"(�). Therefore, it will be dually disrete in ase of these two subspaesare dually disrete. Thus, it suÆes to show that X�# = X \ �#(�) is duallydisrete sine X \�"(�) will be dually disrete in an analogous way.For X�# we an suppose that �(v) � �#(�) for eah v 2 X�# and, morepreisely, that for eah hx; yi 2 X�# we have that�(hx; yi) = (zhx;yi; x℄� (whx;yi; y℄ \X�# ;where zhx;yi < x and whx;yi < y. We are left with the following ases:� Case (1). For eah � < � the set A� = fx 2 � : hx; �i 2 X�#g is non-stationary. For eah � < � let C� be a losed unbounded set suh that C�\A� = ;and onsider C = ��<�C� . Let fÆ : Æ < �g be a ontinuous and inreasingenumeration of C. We may assume that 0 = 0.We are working with X�# ; hene, by de�nition of C,X�# =MfX�# \ [(Æ ; Æ+1℄� �℄ : Æ < �g:Then, by the minimality of �, eah element of the partition that C de�nes isdually disrete and so is X�# .� Case (2). The set B = fy 2 � : fx 2 � : hx; yi 2 X�#g is stationaryg isnon-stationary. Let C1 = f� : � < �g be losed, unbounded and disjoint fromB; suppose that 0 2 C1. Consider Y = X�# \ [�� C1℄, suh Y is a losed subsetof X�# and it is as in Case (1); let D1 � Y be a disrete kernel of Y . Let F =X�# nSf�(d) : d 2 D1g, and observe that F =LfF \ (� � (� ; �+1℄) : � < �gis losed in X�# . Eah F \ (� � (� ; �+1℄) is dually disrete by minimality of�. For eah � < �, let H� � F \ (� � (� ; �+1℄) be a disrete kernel of it. SoD = D1 [SfH� : � < �g is a disrete kernel of X�# .� Case (3). The set B = fy 2 � : fx 2 � : hx; yi 2 X�#g is stationaryg isstationary. For eah y < � de�ne Ay = fx 2 � : hx; yi 2 X�#g. Note thatfor eah y 2 B there are a stationary set A0y � Ay and a wy < y suh thatwhx;yi = wy for eah x 2 A0y, beause jfwhx;yi : x 2 Aygj � jyj < � and, hene,the set fx 2 Ay : whx;yi = wyg must be stationary for some wy . Also note thatthe funtion that sends eah x 2 A0y to zhx;yi is a regressive funtion. Then by



The produt of two ordinals is hereditarily dually disrete 103Fodor's Theorem there are a stationary subset A00y � A0y and a zy < � suh thatzhx;yi = zy for eah x 2 A00y . We have de�ned a regressive funtion on B too(the funtion that sends eah y 2 B to wy), so by Fodor's Theorem there are astationary subset S � B and a  < � suh that wy =  for eah y 2 S. LetD1 � S be a disrete set that is o�nal in �.If F1 = X�# \ (�� [0; ℄), then F1 is a losed and open subset of X�# and byminimality of � it is dually disrete. Let K1 � F1 be a disrete kernel of F1.Consider now the setF2 = X�# n [[f�(k) : k 2 K1g [[f�(d) : d 2[fA00y � fyg : y 2 D1gg℄:Observe that F2 is a losed subset of X�# and T = fx 2 � : (9y)(hx; yi 2 F2)g isa non-stationary subset of �; beause if T were stationary, then for eah x 2 T ,there is a yx < x suh that hx; yxi 2 F2 (this beause X�# � �#(�)). This de�nesa regressive funtion on T and, by Fodor's Theorem there are a stationary subsetT 0 of T and a Æ < � suh that hx; Æi 2 F2 for any x 2 T 0. Let d0 2 D1 be suhthat d0 > Æ; then as T 0 is unbounded in � we an �nd an x0 2 T 0 suh thatx0 > zd0 ; so hx0; Æi 2 Sf�(hx; d0i) : x 2 A00d0g, whih ontradits the de�nitionof F2 and, thus, T is non-stationary. Note that F2 is as in Case (1) and so F2 isdually disrete. Let K2 be a disrete kernel of F2.As T is non-stationary, there is an open non-stationary U � � that ontains T .Now for eah d 2 D1 let Hd � (A00d n U) be a disrete subset that is o�nalin �. De�ne K3 = SfHd � fdg : d 2 D1g. By de�nition, K3 is disrete and,by onstrution we have that neighborhoods assigned to K3 over the same asthose assigned to SfA00d � fdg : d 2 D1g. Then K = K1 [ K2 [ K3 is a kernelof X�# . To see that it is disrete, it will be enough to note that K3 does notaumulate in K2; however it is lear from the de�nition of K3 beause it is asubset of (� � �) n (� � U) whih is a losed subset disjoint with K2. Thus theproof that X�# is dually disrete is omplete.A ontradition then follows, and we omplete the proof of our main result.Aknowledgment. The authors thank the anonymous referee for helping themto improve a lot the presentation of the result.Referenes[1℄ Alas O.T., Junqueira L.R., Wilson R.G., Dually disrete spaes, Topology Appl. 155(2008), 1420{1425.[2℄ Buzyakova R.Z., Tkahuk V.V., Wilson R.G., A quest for nie kernels of neighbourhoodassignments, Comment. Math. Univ. Carolin. 48 (2007), no. 4, 689{697.[3℄ van Douwen E.K., Pfe�er W.F., Some properties of the Sorgenfrey line and related spaes,Pai� J. Math. 81 (1979), no. 2, 371{377.[4℄ van Mill J., Tkahuk V.V., Wilson R.G., Classes de�ned by stars and neighborhood assign-ments, Topology Appl. 154 (2007), 2127{2134.[5℄ Peng L.X., Dual properties of subspaes in produt of ordinals, Topology Appl. 157 (2010),2297{2303.
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